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International Students 

Announcement and First Call for Participants 

July 13, 2010 

Wuhan University, China 
 
 

Aiming to promote the communication and cooperation between university 

student associations, to develop an international perspective of young talents, and to 

enhance the students’ sense of information requirement and competency of 

information literacy in facing the global wide intensive competition in the information 

age, Wuhan University, China (www.whu.edu.cn), will be hosting the Contest of 

Information Literacy Knowledge and Competency for International Students on July 

13, 2010. The theme of the Contest is “To Foster the Leaders for the Future 

Information Profession”.   

 

This venue is a part of the First International University Student Exchange Camp, 

which will be organized by the Wuhan University Student Association, the 

International Affairs Office and other department and faculties involved at the 

University, and will take place on campus at Wuhan University.  The activities of the 

Camp also include: the Academic Report on Polar Scientific Expedition and 

International Collegiate Contest, the Contest of Business Case Analysis of 

International Students, the Happy Chinese Painting and Calligraphy Seminar and 

Invitational, the Chinese Paper-cut Art workshops, the Traditional Chinese Silk 

Workshops, the Traditional Chinese Martial Arts Workshops, the Traditional Chinese 

Tea Ceremony and Workshops, and the Cultural Tour of Three Gorges. The Camp will 

be from July 11 to 17, 2010.  

http://www.whu.edu.cn/�


The Contest will involve the Contest of Information Literacy Knowledge, and the 

Treasure Hunt at Luojia Hill – an Outdoor Adventure Activity of Information Literacy 

Competency. No more than 20 and 30 contestants will be selected from the applicants 

from all over the world for the Contest and the Adventure activities, respectively. The 

contestant will be drawn from individual universities internationally. Applicants 

should be a graduate or undergraduate student, and have a knowledge and interest in 

the Information Literacy field.  

 

For officially accepted participants of the Contest, Wuhan University will be 

responsible for all the local expenses during the Contest event, and their tour of Three 

Gorges, which includes:   

(1) accommodation costs; 

(2) transportation costs; 

(3) the expenses of business conduction; 

(4) tickets for tourists; 

(5) basic personal accident insurance coverage for short-term travel (insurance needs 

to be approved by the policyholder himself). 

Detailed information regarding the costs and the way of payment will be 

available in early April, 2010 at the official website of Wuhan University Student 

Association: http://society.whu.edu.cn. 

 

Application forms can be downloaded from the above website. All application for 

the Contest of Information Literacy Knowledge and Competency for International 

Students should be sent to Mr. Guohui Peng at: pengghlaw@163.com, or Ms. Yin Zhu 

at: elaine.zhu_25@yahoo.com.cn, and a copy of the application should also be 

emailed to: tw@whu.edu.cn by March 19, 2010.   

 
 

Appendix A: An Introduction of the Yangtse Three Gorges  
Appendix B: An Introduction of Hubei Provincial Museum
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Appendix A 

An Introduction of the Yangtse Three Gorges  
The Yangtse Three Gorges is to point to gazing alarmedly pond gorge , Wu Xia and Xiling Gorge 

thinning out to the Hubei province in Chongqing city. The Yangtse Three Gorges west gets Chongqing city 

Feng Jie County, Dong Zhi county Hubei province Yi Chang City , overall length 193,000 meters. Self west 

face east have big three canyon section of an area mainly: Gazing alarmedly pond gorge , Wu Xia and Xiling 

Gorge, Three Gorges gets a name as a result. The high mountain confronts each other for two sides of 

Three Gorges , the precipice is cliffy, general height of peak goes out of a river facing 1000- - - 1500 meters. 

The narrowest place is insufficient hundred meters. Three Gorges is to rise since this a belt crust is 

ceaseless , down, water cuts but forms the Yangtse River intensely, the hydroelectric potential is therefore 

extremely rich.  

    The streamlet calls a gazing alarmedly pond a gorge from Bai Di town to black pigment used by 

women in ancient times to paint their eyebrows , Wu Shan fits Wu Xia till Padang government official ferry 

crossing , the Zigui incense streamlet fits Xiling Gorge till south Tianjin closes. The peak rises 1,000 to 1,500 

meters , the precipice high and steep stands on , the river binds tightly on both banks, the narrowest place 

is that the Yangtse Three Gorges entrance one-legged monster door only has 100 meters or so. Have `stone 

to take place doubting the nothing road , say that the litre realm having day' in much circuitous water 

channel dangerous shoal , the boat line gorge.  

The Yangtse Three Gorges , one of Chinese 10 big scenery famous places for scenery or historical relics, 

of Chinese 40 nice tours landscape. Stretch from the west of Chongqing Feng Jie Bai Di town to the east of 

Hubei Yi Chang City moist the Yangtse Three Gorges south turn off , the umbrella name being gazing 

alarmedly pond gorge , Wu Xia and Xiling Gorge three section of canyon, are 192 kilometres be elegant 

strange magnificent landscape gallery , the overall length most on the Yangtse River , are just "big Three 

Gorges " often speaking. "Little Three Gorges " still having "small Da Ning county River Three Gorges " and 

horse besides crossing a river. The peak clip stands erect two sides of here , harbor face is narrow 

circuitous, beach reef board game cloth , streams surge are torrential in harbor. Majestic "Wan Shan town 

water Yang is vast and boundless , surrounded by mountains and girdled by a river arguing circuitous. Be 

bank now and then the mountain rises steeply if being burning axe, alternate to seem the desire is 

two-phase lean on. Be that the precipitous cliff stands erect now and then in the water stifled, the harbor 

stream blockage road doubts a nothing ". The poem is hit by comrade Guo Mo Ruo in one "Sichuan Dodge 

" , the powerfully extremely elegant ease , depiction holding gorge area scene have to describe fully. Our 

country had a volume of the geographical feature masterpiece being called "Commentary on the 

Waterways Classic " in the ancient times , Li Dao Yuan wrote when being Northern Wei Dynasty , had one 

passage's vivid description about Three Gorges in the book: "From seven hundred Three Gorges lining 

middle , both banks Lian Shan, leave out the nothing fault place. Heavy rock peaks rising one higher than 

another , the hidden sky cover Japan , are allotted at the midnight , can not find the sunlight moon from 

being not a pavilion, as for Xia Shui assists a mausoleum, the edge is gone against hinder superb. Or the 

king fate emergency announces , the emperor , the sunset are in the sometimes arrive at Jiang Ling county , 

between them thousand two hundred li towards clouding, though multiplication heads for imperial wind, 

do not use disease also. Now and then , then usually rushing green pool of spring winter, returns to the 

clear inverted image. The Three Gorges field strides over two provinces. Both banks high mountain ridges , 

sheer precipice and overhanging rocks , scene are unusual matter-exhausted, cliffy continuous both banks 

peak, general height produces river 700-800 meters or so. The narrowest place of river has 100 meters or 



so; With gigantic Three Gorges Project of scale building,have become the famous tour of world hot line 

here more. The graceful beauty spot of Three Gorges tourist area is a lot of, among them the most famous 

Feng Dou ghost town , Zhong county Shi Bao stockade , Yun Yang Zhang Fei temple , gazing alarmedly pond 

gorge , Wu Xia , Xiling Gorge , magnificent Three Gorges Project, small Three Gorges of Da Ning county 

River waits. Travel Three Gorges having three routes to may elect: 1, obeys a river but from Chongqing 

quick rhythm down distance of view and admire peculiar Three Gorges scene; 2, goes upstream from 

Shanghai , Nanjing , Wuhan touring the Yangtse River along the way beautiful scenery; 3, sets off from the 

Three Gorges east entrance Yi Chang City taking a look at beautiful magical the Yangtse Three Gorges scene 

fully. The Yangtse Three Gorges , boundless scene. Gazing alarmedly pond the gorge grandness , the Wu Xia 

being elegant and pretty , the Xiling Gorge scarry, Da Ning county River , incense streamlet , magical 

agriculture streamlet's in still having three section of canyon is magical and simple and unsophisticated, 

landscape gallery a magnificent and changeful prospect here mountain peaks , heavy rock peaks rising one 

higher than another , cliff using this well-known world confront each other for , cigarette steamer fog locks 

up; Here river water , gallop , shy turbulent billows are pat bank , pushing forward despite repeated 

frustations; Here Qishi, is thin lofty and steep, in different poses and with different expressions, be like 

person if thing; Here karst cave , badly dressed appearance, are spacious deep , mysterious and hard to 

guess, ...And Three Gorges every hill and every river , one scenery one thing, there be no the inferior to 

poem if painting, is accompanying a lot of beautiful myth and moving legend , is making people feel 

excited.  

The Yangtse Three Gorges , clever outstanding personality of field. Here be one of Chinese ancient 

culture headstream , famous Da Xi culture, glorifies an extraordinary splendour extremely being glittering 

in the long process of history; Here, have been pregnant with the great patriotic Chinese poet Qu Yuan and 

through the ages famous female Wang Zhao Jun; Green hill blue water , Zeng leave Li Bai , Bai Juyi , Liu Yu 

Xi , Fan Cheng are big , Sage of Poetry such as Ouyang Xiu , Su Shi , Lu You footmark of the literary giant, 

has left the canto that many eulogize through the ages; The gorge deep valley , Zeng are acient battlefield 

of the Three Kingdoms greatly, field of being that uncounted heroes gallop using force; Still have a lot of 

famous places of historic interest here, Bai Di town , Huang Ling temple , southward moist pass, ... Their 

landscape scene being the same as here shines by reflected glory , enjoys.  

Three Gorges is two Chongqing Hubei provinces cities people life place , live in Tu Jia Zu mainly let the 

Han nationality draw, they all have a lot of distinctive custom and habit. Lunar calendar dragon-boat race 

every year in May the Fifth, is that offer sacrifices to an activity that Chu township people hold to express 

the esteem to Qu Yuan one kind. The Padang back Lou world , unique marriage of soil family custom, still 

have that crown of fish being called mighty national treasure- - of expression- Chinese sturgeon. Three 

Gorges is used whose scene of world renown elegant and pretty and humanity landscape of colour and 

variety in 1982, the first batches of state-class national park name list are listed in by State Council 

allowance.  

On October 23 , 2005, the most beautiful Chinese local ranking list announces in Beijing. That China 

who chooses through public appraisal out is the most beautiful ten Grand Canyon part for is: Yaluzang 

spreads Grand Canyon , the Jin Sha river tiger jumps gorge , the Yangtse Three Gorges , Nujiang River Grand 

Canyon , Lancang River Mei Li Grand Canyon , very rude cabinet Grand Canyon , Huanghe River Shanxi 

Province Shaanxi Grand Canyon , Dadu River gold mouth Grand Canyon , Taihang Mountains Grand Canyon , 

Tianshan Mountains Ku Che county Grand Canyon.  

 

 



 

 

The scenery of The Yangtse Three Gorges 

 

 

The scenery of The Three Gorges Dam. 

 

 

If you want to know more about The Yangtse Three Gorges,you can skim 
through the website: http://www.ctgpc.com. 

 
 

http://www.ctgpc.com/�


Appendix B 

An Introduction of Hubei Provincial Museum  
Hubei Provincial Museum, a collection of Hubei Province, archaeology, study, display, 

historical and revolutionary relics exhibition at the centre of cultural relics collection of about 

200,000, of which Bianzhong, Yue Goujian bronze sword, and so the world is unearthed treasures. 

Completed in 1999, opening up the "bells Museum" is to show the Chinese nation at home and 

abroad tourists brilliant ancient civilization of bright window. 2400 bells buried underground for 

many years, can still perform all kinds of ancient and modern music, known as World "Eighth 

Wonder."  

Hubei Provincial Museum is the only provincial Hubei comprehensive museum, located in 

Jiangcheng the coast of Donghu Lake in Wuhan, a major commitment of the province's cultural 

relics collection, storage, protection, exhibition and display collections of research work. 

Premises covering 122 acres and 40,000 square metres of floor space. Museum premises by the 

bells, Chu cultural centers, comprehensive exhibition floor (under construction), with the current 

museum already has more than 200 professionals (including research librarian 9, Deputy 

Research Librarian 21), with the Office of the Department of display , custody, the Department, 

the Educational Department, the Cooperation Department, the Department of Archaeology, the 

centre-business sector. Attached to the Office of the Hubei Provincial Culture.  

Hubei Provincial Museum construction in 1953, the Hubei Provincial Museum's 

"predecessor" is established at the dawn of the founding of the Museum of Hubei Province, 

March 16, 1953 approved by the Provincial People's Government, in the former Science Museum 

on the basis of the establishment of Hubei Provincial Museum (Preparatory), and Hubei and 

Heritage Management Committee Offices. 1957 formally established Provincial Museum.  

The library now has more than 26 pieces of cultural relics collection, which at the national 

level for 812, David-class heritage 16. Hubei Provincial Museum collection of the rich heritage 

both local characteristics, but also has the characteristics of the times, basically reflect the 

ancient culture in Hubei face. In addition, part of artifacts even in the history of the development 

of ancient Chinese culture is also a pivotal position. Collection rich heritage category, for 

complete category, there are ceramic, porcelain, bronze ware, Qimu, the jade, calligraphy, etc.. 

Rewrite the history of World Music, the world's largest bronze instruments - Bianzhong, the first 

sword under the sky - Yue Gou Jian Jian as the Museum's Tianguanzhibao.  

Chu a strong wind, was a main wings, the central axis of symmetry is displayed in the 

exhibition hall, "Zenghouyi finds from the tomb", "Chu Culture Show." Gou Jian Jian Yue  

As bells Museum Hubei Provincial Museum Hall of a wing, in the January 1999 opening. 

Main display Zenghouyi tomb unearthed over 10,000 pieces of cultural relics, including 

Bianzhong of the different types of heritage boutique, is basically a reflection of the image of the 

5th century BC in the middle reaches of the Yangtze River Encyclopedia. Museum dedicated bells 

bells also Auditorium to Zenghouyi tomb unearthed bells, chime stones, and other musical 

instruments for a copy of a concert.  

Chu cultural centers as the Hubei Provincial Museum Hall of another wing, in December 

2005 opened to display the "Chu Culture Show." Chu culture of the pre-Qin period as a regional 

culture, a unique, self-contained, profound, a Pre-Qin Dynasty Chinese civilization is an important 

component. The exhibition is divided into eight parts, the exhibition focused Chu in Hubei 



Province unearthed relics essence, to fully display the brilliant Chu culture. Gou Jian of Yue 

exhibits a sword, spear King Fu Chai, and the 2002 recovery in Hubei Zaoyang Nine pier 

excavated Chu Chemakang in some horsemen.  

Hubei Provincial Museum also has a strong research capability, a series of studies published 

over the years works, there are "sleeping tiger Yunmeng Qin Tomb," "sleeping tiger and Qin SR 

text" and "Zenghouyi Grave," " Bianzhong study, "" Zenghouyi tomb fine art, "and" China Cultural 

Relics and Archaeology of the United States - Underground Palace Music, "" China Hubei 

archaeological finds, "" Hubei Provincial Museum. " Heritage preservation in the study also more 

prominent, like the bamboo slips dehydration saturated with water saturation lacquer 

dehydration in the leading domestic level 

Wuchang towering stand in the Yellow Crane Tower Snake Hill, where the "world must King" 

reputation, and Hunan Yueyang Tower, Jiangxi and central business district known as the "three 

of the Jiangnan floor." Yellow Crane Tower was built in the Three Kingdoms Period Miss 

researcher 2002 (AD 223), the legend is built for military purposes, Sun Quan for the realization 

of "using force to the country and Chang" ( "Wuchang," the origin of this name), wall for defense, 

construction of buildings to Liao Wang. To the Tang dynasty, and its military nature has evolved 

for the famous attractions ages Wenrenmeike this Tour, leaving many well-known poems. Cui 

Hao Tang Dynasty poet, a "Xiren cranes have to take, here spare Yellow Crane Tower. Cranes 

gone forever, Baiyun dream space of time.晴川 Lili Hanyang tree, Grass Qiqi Parrot Island. 

Nippori Rural Where is the people's Yanbo unhappy. "Masterpiece has become eternal, the 

Yellow Crane Tower has become famous. 

Bangmoshan area is East Lake National Scenic Area an important component of the scenic 

area, the State Council has published the first batch of state-level key scenic spots, it is the 

Central Office for Promoting Spiritual Civilization Construction, the National Tourism 

Administration of the "National Scenic Area tourism model of civilization" ; 4 A is the first 

state-class tourist area. June 2002 formally adopted national ISO14000 environmental quality 

certification, is currently in the national scenic spots ISO14000 Environmental Quality Model 

ranks.  

Bangmoshan area surrounded on three sides by water, the six-Weiyi, a total area of 12 

square kilometers, of which 2.7 square kilometers surface, like a beautiful peninsula. Deng peak 

here and look-Lian, riding BAI Lang tabled to the mountains, to appreciate the various landscapes 

of the charming. Sufficient rainfall and light, all here to watch more than 250 kinds of trees, a 

total of more than 200 10,000, in Wuhan "green treasure," Fitch. Bangmoshan the category Park 

plant After decades of building and development, gradually built up a set and open popular 

science, watch, the Tour was one of the 13 categories Park, four in the nation that is the first of 

the Plum Garden, Meiyuan East Lake, Sakura Park is the world's three known Bangmoshan 

Sakura Park, Dutch Garden, Rhododendron Garden, aquatic flower garden, bonsai garden, 

Guangxi Garden, Rose Garden, yesterday, Park, mountain tea, bamboo park. Here is a sea of 

flowers, spent tens of thousands of varieties, the area formed a "Jiahe Dongmei, Qiugui spring 

song" Seasons of letting a hundred flowers blossom pattern. Chu Culture Resort has magnificent 

Chu Shing Mun, a merchants trade Chu Chu City, Chu burns to the ancestor of the statue, were 

comparable to the Jiangnan floor of the three-Chutian called monument, the word text Sanjue 

"Li Sao" Tablets , the country's largest "Only Chuweicai" carving Park and the southern part of 

philosophizing park. In recent years China has also built the Temple of Heaven rural Liu Bei, Guan 



Sheng Miao, River Bridge, LITHOGLYPHS, tobacco kiosks great wave of new attractions and 

cultural connotations. 

 

 

The gate of Hubei Provincial Museum 
 

 
The Bianzhong of Hubei Provincial Museum 

 
If you want to know more about Hubei Provincial Museum,you can browse through the 

website: http://www.hubeimuseum.net/. 



 
 


